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ABSTRACT
A first version of isotopic separator on line test bench has been built in order to test the feasibility of
the production of radioactive species from 96 MeV/u of 20Ne impinging a thick target of MgO. This
test bench was equipped with a very compact ECR ion source (Nanogan) entirely made from
permanent magnets and operating at 10 Ghz.
We succeeded in producing and ionising ^Ne 2 »^; 19^1,2,3.4+ a n d 23>24Ne *+.
We then decided to build a new more performing separator (SIRa) allowing the use of different ion
sources. It will be completed by the end of 1993.
This separator is one stage of the project of a RNB facility called GANIL PLUS. This facility can be
decomposed into two parts: The THI project and the SPIRaL project which includes the production,
the separation and the acceleration of radioactive ions. These projects will be presented here.

1. INTRODUCTION
From the first experiments at GANIL, fragmentation reactions have been used to produce and

study exotic nuclei. Such a research made use of the large intensities obtained through the whole
accelerator system. It was realised that these beams could also be used to produce nuclei at rest in
thick targets and to adapt the ISOL method to primary heavy ion beams.

This program is now under consideration with the project of a RNB facility (GANIL PLUS
program) that can be decomposed into two parts: the THI project with the goal for the GANIL
machine to deliver very intense primary beams and the SPIRaL project for a RNB facility at
GANIL.

An important R&D program as been implemented from mid 1991 to investigate the use of
high energy ion beams provided by the GANIL facility to produce radioactive atoms by the ISOL
method.

We present the first version of isotopic separator and the results we got with it in 1992. A
new on-line isotopic separator test bench called SIRa (Séparateur d'Ions Radioactifs) thereafter
described will be soon available.

2. ON LINE ISOTOPIC SEPARATOR TEST BENCHES

2.A. THE FIRST ON LINE SEPARATOR
Preliminary tests of production have been held during the past year. A first on line separator

was built in order to test the feasibility of the production and the ionisation of radioactive
species. This facility was composed of a thick target directly connected to a new compact ECR
ion source. A bending magnet followed by two electrostatic quadrupole doublets allowed the
mass separation with a resolution of 10*2. The radioactive ions were collected on a tape and
driven to one of the two different detector locations. In the first one, two Nal detectors detect in



coincidence the two gammas produced by the B+ annihilation. At the second one, there are a
plastic scintillator and a Ge detector. A detailed description of the test bench is given in ref. [1].

Table 1 gives the measured parameters of different isotopes detected. As predicted "light"
Neon (19Ne, l8Ne) coming from projectile fragmentation process together with "heavy" Neon
(23Ne, 24Ne) coming from target fragmentation have been observed. Charge states higher than
1+ have been obtained (Ne3+, Ne4+) which corresponds to suitable Q/A values for post
acceleration in the cyclotron of the SPIRaL project.

The last column but one of table I gives the production yield corrected from transmission and
ionisation efficiencies in order to compare real and calculated values.

This table shows also the rather poor transmission factor of this separator since the overall
efficiency was only around 3,5 %. Nevertheless, tests made off-line with Nanogan operated with
stable ions and calibrated leak have shown that a total ionisation efficiency of 40 % was obtained
in real experimental conditions.
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Yield
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pps/puA

5.6 109

3.3 109

1.2 109

4.3 109

7.2 108

1.5 108

6.8 108

7.2 107
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1.1 109

Yield Calc.
pps/puA

1.3 10 1 0

2.7 109

5.0 108

1.0 108

1.5 109

Table 1. Experimental results for on line isotope production with z uNe primary beam at 95 MeV/u on a MgO
thick target. (* )Assume. lNeI+=a* * lNe 2 + and lNe2 +=2xlNe3 + like 19Ne.

The first version of separator has been useful for bringing out unacceptable drawbacks :
- the optics of the primary beam was not well under control (non achromatic focusing point),
- the detection system, located inside the experimental room, was not enough shielded from

background noise and slow neutrons. As a consequence, the primary beam had to be pulsed
which resulted in strong pressure variations in the source,

- the overall separator performance (resolution and transmission efficiency) was rather poor
and not enough well controlled.

2.B - SIRa, THE NEW SEPARATOR
From 1992, September, a new separator called SIRa1 (Séparateur d'Ions Radioactifs) is under

construction, according to the following specifications :
- the target will be located at the normal focusing point in the experimental room

(achromatic point) ;
- the secondary beam line will be more sophisticated in order to have the possibility of

creating an object point upstream the 90° dipole magnet, whatever the of source in operation.
-The mass separation power of the secondary line will be increased.
- the collection point as well as the detectors will be installed outside of the room and

concrete blocks added so as to strongly damp the background noise.



2.B.a- THE SIRa LAYOUT
A new target box is under design. An internal mechanism will automatically withdraw the

transfer tube from the ECR source so as to shut 3 insulating vacuum valves (contamination
problem). So the used target will be kept under vacuum in a confined volume, easy to be handled
and will be heated and outgassed before the experiment.

A new source, called Supernanogan, is under studies. Its commissioning is expected in mid
1994. That is the reason why the first ECR source of SIRa will be a classical one (Caprice type
10 GHz), already available at G ANIL.

The primary beam radius on the target can be varied from 4 to 15 mm in order to control the
power density deposed inside the thick target.

The on-line isotopic separator follows the ECRIS ; it can be divided into two parts:
- A matching section composed of a solenoid and a magnetic triplet to focus the beam at the

object point 0 of the analysing magnet. The source can easily be changed -provided that the
solenoid remains close to it- by adjusting the distance between the solenoid and the triplet.

- An analysing section
A 90° double focusing dipole will be used to separate the different ratios charge upon mass.

A sextupole is placed 230 mm in front of the dipole entrance to correct geometrical aberrations.
The calculated mass resolution is 4 10-3 for an emittance of 80 rcmm.mrad. A better

resolution can be obtained by achieving a lower radial dimension matching and cutting with the
slits located at 0.

3. THE RNB FACILITY
The program of delivering RNB is now under consideration with the project of a facility here

presented. Such a program can be decomposed into three parts: the first part of the operation
consists in delivering very intense primary beam in order to obtain a good level of radioactive
atoms production. The second part consists in producing and ionising the radioactive atoms and

, has been described before. The third part consists after ionisation in accelerating the radioactive
ions. The first and third stages are called respectively the THI (1res Haute Intensité) project and

| the SPIRaL project.

3.A. THI PROJECT.
The first part of this operation is almost completed2 and over 1013 pps of light ions (He to Ar)

are already available at the exit of the injector cyclotron. The second part, which consists in
• injecting, accelerating and transferring such beams up to the high energy beam line, has partially
; been funded this year. So more than 1013 pps (~5 kW of beam power) at full energy (95 MeV/u)
| will routinely be obtained by the end of 1995.

3.B. THE SPIRaL PROJECT
The layout of the RNB SPIRaL facility3 is shown on the figure 1.
The choice of a compact cyclotron is based on the following main reasons :
- First of all, using a high charge state ion source allows to consider a cyclotron,
- Second, the energy range to be covered (= 2 to 20 MeV/u) and the charge over mass ratio as

given by the ECRIS (= 0.1 to 0.35) are typical of a compact cyclotron whose beam characteristics
satisfy rather well the requirements of the physicists. Moreover, a cyclotron is by itself a
powerful mass analyser and will deliver rather pure beams, a prime quality in RIB physics.

- Third, GANIL has a good knowledge about cyclotrons and a large experience in their
design and operation so that no more than 4 years after funding will be needed to deliver a first
beam. Moreover, this new facility will fit in the loose end of the existing building still lowering
the cost of an already rather cheap solution.

3.B.a. THE CYCLOTRON PARAMETERS
The goal being to provide the A = 100 ions produced by the ECRIS with Q/A = 0.15 at an

energy = 6 MeV/u, the postaccelerator3 will be a compact cyclotron (BRejeci=2.334T.m,
K=265).
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Figure 1: Layout of SPIRaL

The working charts are displayed on the figures 2 and 3. The limits seen on these figures are
related to the values chosen for the max and min mean field (0.75 -1.56 T), the max voltage on
the 2 dees (= 100 kV), the lowest ion source extraction potential (= 10 kV) and the revolution
frequency range (« 1.92 to 7.25 MHz).

The RF system uses the harmonics 2,3,4 and 5 on the 9.6 -14.5 MHz RF frequency range,
with two dees of 40°. The magnet will be built using 4 independent yokes and common circular
poles (3.5 m in diameter) equipped with 4 straight 45° sectors.
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Figure 2. Working chart.
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Figure 3. Energy range.



3.B.b THE BEAM CHARACTERISTICS
. Beam transmission : using similar central region and injection line (6D matching) as for our

present GANIL injector2, we can expect similar transmissions e.g. > 40% from the ion source
analysed beam to the cyclotron extracted one (a 75% record transmission in our injector has been
obtained) in the range 2.7 - 25 MeV/A with the harmonics h = 2,3,4.

. Beam emittance : injecting a matched beam, 80 nmm.mrad in each transverse plane and ± 6°
in phase width, leads to a transverse emittance ~ 8.5 ft.mm.mrad and to an energy dispersion of
± 3.5%c. If it is possible to bunch the beam in a ± 3 - 4° phase width, a single turn extraction is
possible and the extracted beam qualities are much improved (AW/W < l%0,
emittances < 10 rc.mm.mrad).

. Mass analysts : the cyclotron will select Q/A within 3.5 to 1.5 10'4 depending upon the
harmonic. These values should be sufficient for most of the experiments ; if not, we will put a
thin target at the object point of the a spectrometer, which will select the right component within
some 10"5 taking advantage of the difference in the energy losses of the various ions (isobars)
through the foil. The resulting beam will of course suffer of the target crossing (mean energy,
emittances and energy dispersion), nevertheless good characteristics could be restored, the price
being to be paid on the intensity. This method will be limited to ions of A S 80 at W > 6 MeV/u.

3.B.C. THE BEAM LINES
As we see, we need to study and to built three beam lines.

. The primary beam line from the SSC2 output to the target.

. The low energy beam line (Bp£0.05 T.m) from the ECRIS extraction to the cyclotron
inflector, divided into two main parts : i) The first one includes an achromatic magnetic mass
spectrometer system followed by a matching section to the second part, with a m/Ôm resolution
of 250 (for 80 n.mm.mrad). The second dipole will accommodate the beam from the second
ECRIS if any, it can also be crossed without any deviation to feed a very low energy beam area
under discussion (atomic and astro physics), ii) The second part is devoted to the 6D matching on
the first accelerated orbit of a 80 7r.mm.mrad, ± 6° in phase beam.

. The high energy beam line (Bp < 2.344 T.m) extends from the cyclotron exit to

experimental areas through the analysing section of the a-spectrometer

4. CONCLUSION
The first version of separator has allowed to establish the basic feasibility of the "ECR

Source-close-to-target" concept for efficiently produce high charge state radioactive ions by the
ISOL method. With the new separator SIRa, high charge state and good transfer efficiencies are
expected. First tests will take place by the end of this year.

The GANIL RNB program called GANIL PLUS is made up of two projects. The first one
called TH1 and consisting in delivering high intensities primary beams is funded and under
construction.

The second stage called SPIRal is a full facility to produce, separate and accelerate
radioactive ions. A compact cyclotron has been chosen as post accelerator due to its rather low
cost and to the short construction time wished (< 4 years).
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